Design Activity Update

Key Design Team Activities:

– Stakeholder Coordination:
  
  • First Public Engagement Session, 8/23.

  • Met with Weston Urban, 9/3.
Key Design Team Activities:
  – Stakeholder Coordination: Gate Facility Programming.

    • Initial Programming Session on 8/14

    • Field Visit with Team on 8/20
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• Data Collection - on schedule
  – Geotechnical: review of sample reports and test data.
  – Subsurface Utility Coordination: review of initial utility overlays and mapping.
  – Environmental.
    • Draft scope under review for Phase II ESA, Lower Reach.
    • Continued work on Phase 2 ESA, Upper Reach.
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• Data Collection – Cultural Resources
  – Pedestrian Survey, Lower Reach:
    • Awaiting comments from Texas Historical Commission (THC) for Pedestrian Survey and Standing Structures reports, Lower Reach
  – Field coordination with THC staff, 9/4:
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• Other Design Progress
  – Continued advancement of the Hydraulic & Hydrology Study and Design.
  – Continued advancement of layout and design concepts in the upstream character areas of Agua Antigua/Alameda and Villa Lagunilla.
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